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SUMMER UNIVERSITY WARSAW

Summer University Warsaw

(SUW) is an educative course

concerning economics and

management organized in

English by Warsaw School of

Economics (SGH).

The program is organized

during summer holidays,

usually in July, in Warsaw,

Poland. SUW is a chance for

you to broaden your economic

knowledge as well as to meet

new cultures and people from

different countries



SUMMER UNIVERSITY WARSAW

A great project that gives you: 

• 2 weeks of academic courses 

combining theoretical as well 

as practical approach

• 8 ECTS points after passing 

final exam

• Possibility to take part in 

workshops prepared in 

cooperation with international 

companies

• Opportunity to meet the most 

influential people from Polish 

politic and economic life

• Exceptional intercultural

experience in one of the most 

rapidly developing countries in 

Europe.



SUMMER UNIVERSITY WARSAW

An  unforgettable experience: 

• You will meet new students 

from various countries and 

business and economic 

schools from whole Europe.

• Trips to famous cities and 

places like Cracow, 

Sandomierz, Wieliczka and 

Oswiecim will make toy know 

Polish culture better. 

• Partying in the best clubs and 

pubs in Warsaw will provide 

you an unforgettable 

experience.

• Common meals, spending free 

time and sharing cultures will 

help you in making friendships 

for life!



Module  1..

• Economies of Central European Countries

Module 2.

• Today's Business Environment - Polish and European 

Outlook

Module 3.

• Selected innovation issues of Poland and the Central 

Europe region

ACADEMIC PROGRAMME

Innovative Europe as an opportunity for 

development of a contemporary company. 



Warsaw

Warsaw is worth seeing not only because

of the fact that is the capital of Poland. This

city of eastern Europe offers you a lot more

then you could expect. Can you imagine:

you strolling the Chmielna street which is

famous for its cafes and pubs in the

direction of incredibly accurate restored old

town, passing by numerous pieces of

antique architecture, statues, palaces and

churches.



Warsaw



PREVIOUS EDITIONS



PREVIOUS EDITIONS



OPINIONS

Sana Cheong
country: China

It was wonderful and beautiful 2 weeks. I had such a great time

and I will never forget it, it became awesome memories. Thanks

for this program, my summer become unforgettable and

meaningful. I love Summer University Warsaw! This program not

only let me learn more about Europe and Poland, widen my

eyesight, met many different nationalities of friends and but also let

my behaviors and thinking become more mature. In this trip, I tried

and experienced many things that I never done before. My first

time to go aboard, my first time to visit Europe, my first time to

meet foreign friends. I do recommend people to join this program,

it won't charge you a lot and you can learn and get lot of fantastic

experiences!



OPINIONS

Alexander J.T. Mackaay

country: Netherlands
SUW was a great experience! I had a

nice and surprising welcome when I

arrived. Everything was arranged for me.

The other participants were from

everywhere around the world, it was cool

to get to know all those different cultures

and to live together for two weeks.

The classes at SUW were interesting

and were well organized. We had

classes from different professors who

looked at the subject in different ways. It

was good to learn about Poland’s history

and its influence on the changes in

Europe in the 1980s.

What can I say about Warsaw? I liked it a

lot! It’s maybe not that historical,

however it had a certain touch that I

liked.

You can clearly notice that they are still

busy with rebuilding and improving

Warsaw. We also visited Cracow and

Auschwitz; this was really interesting and

impressive.

However, the best at SUW were our

Polish hosts. Those students arranged

everything, like classes, food, drinks,

bars, and so on. Every day they

organized a city

trip to Warsaw, and in the evening we

would go to the bar, club or karaoke. Our

Polish hosts were fabulous!!! Thank you

for the great time!

So, don’t question it, just go to Warsaw,

and enjoy it in multiple ways!



INFORMATION

Course dates: 

30 June - 11 July

Price: 

599 EUR

Application deadline:

31 May

Check out on: 
www.sgh.waw.pl/SUW

8 ECTS 

in 12 days!


